This article reports research intended to assess and extend a recent theory of peer responses to low-performing team members (J. A. LePine & L. Van Dyne, 2001a ). An instrument that assesses 4 types of peer responses to low performers (compensating for, training, motivating, and rejecting) was developed and then cross-validated in a subsequent study. Results of the study supported the validity of the peer responses measure and were generally consistent with the attributional theory of peer responses. Low-performer characteristics influenced the peer responses. These effects were mediated in part by peer attributions, affect, and cognitions, which explained variance in the peer responses over and above the variance explained by respondents' personality characteristics (i.e., The Big Five).
The transition toward the use of groups in organizations (Devine, Clayton, Philips, Dunford, & Melner, 1999; Gordon, 1992; Lawler, Mohrman, & Ledford, 1995) has highlighted the importance of contextual performance (LePine, Hanson, Borman, & Motowidlo, 2000) , which is defined as relatively discretionary behavior that contributes to the organization through activity aimed at improving the social and psychological work context (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993 . Scholars have examined the nature of the behaviors that compose this domain of performance (e.g., Coleman & Borman, 2000; LePine, Erez, & Johnson, 2002; Organ, 1988; Van Dyne, Graham, & Dienesch, 1994) and also the factors that predict the extent to which individuals engage in them (e.g., Organ & Ryan, 1995; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine, & Bachrach, 2000) . However, scholars have not considered the implications of a group setting in their models of contextual performance. This shortcoming is unfortunate for three reasons.
First, the behaviors that reflect contextual performance can be thought of as the foundations of teamwork (LePine et al., 2000) , and understanding teamwork is important to the extent that it influences how well members' task-focused contributions become integrated into group outcomes (Hackman, 1987) . Second, peers in a team provide subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) stimuli that influence other members' behavior (Hackman, 1992) . Failing to account for these types of stimuli in research, therefore, has likely resulted in models of contextual performance that are underspecified. Finally, given that contextual performance was not originally developed with the group context in mind, it is likely that contextual performance measures do not include behavioral elements that are especially important in group settings (Coleman & Borman, 2000) . For example, encouraging a low-performing peer who does not appear to be working hard fits the definition of contextual performance, but such behavior is not normally reflected in measures of these concepts. This construct deficiency issue not only has implications with respect to substantive findings in situations where individuals work interdependently toward some common end, but also reflects fundamental validity issues (Schwab, 1980) .
In a theoretical piece written in response to these concerns, LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) provided a framework for thinking about how the interdependence in group settings influences the type of contextual performance that occurs within groups. LePine and Van Dyne essentially proposed that the low performance of a group member triggers an attributional process in which peers make attributions about the cause of the low performance. These attributions, in turn, influence a peer's affect (i.e., sympathy toward the low performer), cognition (expectation that the low performance can change), and ultimately, the peer's behavioral responses toward the low-performing peer. LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) work is a departure from past research on contextual performance because the antecedents in their theory focus on the characteristics of the target of the behavior (e.g., the helpee) rather than the characteristics of the actor (e.g., the helper). Additionally, rather than predicting the extent to which the actor engages in contextual performance, the focus of their model is predicting specific forms of contextual performance.
To date, there has been no attempt to validate a measure of these peer responses as suggested by LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) . Nor has there been any attempt to assess the relationships proposed in their model. In this article, we report research intended to address both of these issues. Specifically, we describe the development of a peer responses scale. We also report a study intended to crossvalidate the measure and to assess relationships proposed in their model (see Figure 1) . In doing so, we examine the mediation process through which low-performer characteristics influence peer observers' behavioral responses. Finally, in the spirit of previous contextual performance research, we extend the theoretical work of LePine and Van Dyne by assessing personality characteristics of the peer respondents as predictors of their responses to a low performer. Weiner's attributional theory (1980a Weiner's attributional theory ( , 1980b states that when there is some unexpected, important, or negative event, an attributional process is set into motion. That is, observers attempt to understand the event by making causal attributions. In the context of LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) model, poor performance by a group member sets the attributional process in motion. Specifically, low-performer characteristics, as reflected in the low performer's behavior, serve as the stimuli for peer observers' attributions regarding the cause of the low performance. These attributions, in turn, influence observers' affect, cognitions, behavioral intentions, and ultimately, their behavior. Weiner's (1980a Weiner's ( , 1980b attributional theory includes three types of attributions. The first attribution is locus of causality, which refers to whether the cause of an event is perceived to be internal (e.g., low ability, low motivation) or external (e.g., difficulty of the task, bad luck) to an actor. If the cause is perceived to be external to an actor, observers do not hold the actor accountable. If, however, the cause is perceived to be internal to the actor, a more fine-grained analysis takes place that includes attributions of controllability and stability.
Overview of Attributional Theory
Controllability attributions refer to whether the observer attributes the cause of an event to something under the actor's volitional control or something beyond the actor's volitional control. When a cause is perceived to be low in controllability, the observer will tend to feel sympathy. Feelings of sympathy, in turn, translate into a higher likelihood of altruistic behavior, such as helping. When a cause is perceived to be high in controllability, however, observers tend to feel resentment and anger toward the actor, and this negative affect translates into avoidance behavior.
Stability attributions refer to the extent to which the observer believes the cause of an event is likely to remain stable over time. Attributions of low stability increase observer expectations regarding change in the actor's state. Attributions of high stability, therefore, suggest to observers that the actor's state will remain the same and that action taken to change the actor will have low utility.
Research in social psychology has supported the links between attributions (locus, controllability, and stability), affect (sympathy and anger), cognitions (expectancy for change), and behavior (e.g., helping) (e.g., Brophy & Rohrkemper, 1981; Graham, 1991; Meyer & Mulherin, 1980; Piliavin, Rodin, & Piliavin, 1969; Schmidt & Weiner, 1988; Weiner, 1980a Weiner, , 1980b Weiner, , 1985 Weiner, Russell, & Lerman, 1979) . However, this research took place in public situations in which actors and observers were not interdependent and in which the outcome was a dichotomy (providing vs. not providing help, or intending vs. not intending to help). LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) suggested that the foundations of Weiner's attributional model would apply to settings in which observers and actors are interdependent and have ongoing relationships. They also stated that whereas the underlying attributional process would remain the same, the behavioral outcomes would differ in group settings. This is because the interdependence in work groups makes avoidance behavior (ignoring the low performer) unlikely, because personal rewards are dependent on the effectiveness of the collective. The effectiveness of the collective in turn depends, more or less, on each member performing competently in his or her role. LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) suggested that four distinct types of peer responses to a low performer emerge as a result of controllability and stability attributions. These four contextual behaviors include compensating for (e.g., taking on some of the low performer's tasks), training (e.g., teaching the low performer or helping to prioritize tasks), motivating (e.g., pointing out consequences of poor performance), and rejecting (e.g., avoiding interactions with the low performer). These behavioral elements fit the definition of contextual performance to the extent that they are relatively discretionary and ultimately contribute to the organization by improving the social and psychological context of the group. Granted, some of these behaviors might be interpersonally uncomfortable and might upset the social context in the short run (e.g., motivating and rejecting behaviors); however, in the long run the social and psychological context of the group should be improved to the extent that deficiencies of the group's weakest link are addressed. We suggest that if these four peer response behaviors are types of contextual performance, then they should be predicted by personality characteristics of the peer. This expectation is consistent with theory and empirical research on contextual performance (LePine & Van Dyne, 2001b; Motowidlo, Borman, & Schmit, 1997) .
Expectations for Observer Characteristics LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) did not discuss relationships between characteristics of observers and their responses to lowperforming group members; however, the empirical literature on contextual performance suggests relationships are likely to exist (e.g., Campbell, McHenry, & Wise, 1990; LePine & Van Dyne, 2001b; Motowidlo & Van Scotter, 1994) . In fact, one of the primary elements of Motowidlo et al.'s (1997) theory of individual differences in task and contextual performance is their assertion that personality characteristics are particularly useful when it comes to predicting the extent to which individuals engage in contextual performance. Although the theory of individual differences in task and contextual performance does not specify which personality characteristics might be the best predictors, there are theoretical and empirical reasons to expect that several of the Big Five dimensions might be important.
Individuals who score high on Neuroticism tend to be anxious, angry, easily embarrassed, uncooperative, and insecure (Costa & McRae, 1992) . These tendencies seem to be precisely those that would make individuals reject low-performing peers. Moreover, Neuroticism should be negatively related to training, because training requires both selfless initiative and cooperative interpersonal interaction. Relationships between Neuroticism and compensating and motivating are more difficult to predict. Compensating is a cooperative response and therefore would seem to be negatively related to Neuroticism. However, compensating as a response excludes the low performer, and this would seem to be something those high in Neuroticism would tend to do. Likewise, motivating is less cooperative and therefore would seem to be a likely response from an individual who scores high on Neuroticism. However, motivating behavior requires direct contact with a low performer, and this is something an individual scoring high on Neuroticism may choose to avoid. We therefore predicted the following:
Hypothesis 1a: Neuroticism will have a positive relationship with rejecting.
Hypothesis 1b: Neuroticism will have a negative relationship with training.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, training and motivating responses are similar to one another to the extent that they both actively target and engage the low performer. Thus, it is likely that both of these responses are more likely from individuals who are assertive, talkative, active, and generally more comfortable in interpersonal situations. These are the exact traits exhibited by individuals high on Extraversion. Accordingly, training and motivating as responses to a low-performing peer should be positively associated with Extraversion. Likewise, compensating and rejecting exclude the low performer, and therefore, these responses may be negatively related to Extraversion. Thus, we predicted the following:
Hypothesis 2a: Extraversion will have a positive relationship with training.
Hypothesis 2b: Extraversion will have a positive relationship with motivating.
Hypothesis 2c: Extraversion will have a negative relationship with compensating.
Hypothesis 2d: Extraversion will have a negative relationship with rejecting.
Agreeable individuals are friendly, courteous, flexible, trusting, good natured, and tolerant (Barrick & Mount, 1993; Costa & McRae, 1992) . They also tend to be cooperative, and they do not like upsetting others (LePine & Van Dyne, 2001b) . For these reasons, we expect that Agreeableness should be positively associated with the more affiliative peer responses (compensating and training) and negatively associated with the more challenging peer responses (motivating and rejecting). We therefore predicted the following:
Hypothesis 3a: Agreeableness will have a positive relationship with compensating.
Hypothesis 3b: Agreeableness will have a positive relationship with training.
Hypothesis 3c: Agreeableness will have a negative relationship with motivating.
Hypothesis 3d: Agreeableness will have a negative relationship with rejecting.
Individuals who are conscientious tend to be achievement oriented and dependable (Costa & McRae, 1992) . They also tend to be more cooperative in group settings and more proactive about engaging in behavior aimed at improving the group's situation (LePine & Van Dyne, 2001b) . Because compensating and training reflect cooperation and require significant expenditures of effort on the part of the peer observer, we expect that they will have positive relationships with Conscientiousness. Although motivating and rejecting might reflect a strong desire for achievement, these behaviors reflect low cooperation and should generally require less effort than training and compensating. Accordingly, we expect that Conscientiousness will be negatively related to motivating and rejecting. Thus, we predicted the following:
Hypothesis 4a: Conscientiousness will have a positive relationship with compensating.
Hypothesis 4b: Conscientiousness will have a positive relationship with training.
Hypothesis 4c: Conscientiousness will have a negative relationship with motivating.
Hypothesis 4d: Conscientiousness will have a negative relationship with rejecting.
Expectations for Attributional Processes
In the previous section we discussed how observer personality characteristics might influence different types of contextual performance that are triggered by a low-performing peer. In this section, we outline expectations concerning the underlying attribution process through which low-performer characteristics influence peer responses.
On the basis of attributional theory and research, peers will tend to feel high levels of sympathy for a group member who exhibits low performance for reasons that are beyond his or her volitional control (low controllability) and low levels of sympathy for a group member who performs poorly because of factors under his or her control. When peers are highly sympathetic toward a low performer, they should be more likely to engage in cooperative responses that promote the psychological well-being of the low performer. LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) suggested that these responses include training the low performer to do his or her task better or compensating for the low performer by doing some portion of his or her task. When peers feel low levels of sympathy toward a low performer, on the other hand, they should be much more likely to engage in harsher, less cooperative responses. LePine and Van Dyne suggested that these responses include motivating the low performer (perhaps using veiled threats) or actually rejecting the low performer altogether. Given this reasoning, we predicted the following:
Hypothesis 5a: Attributions of controllability for a peer's low performance will be negatively related to sympathy.
Hypothesis 5b: Sympathy toward a low-performing peer will be positively related to compensating.
Hypothesis 5c: Sympathy toward a low-performing peer will be positively related to training.
Hypothesis 5d: Sympathy toward a low-performing peer will be negatively related to motivating.
Hypothesis 5e: Sympathy toward a low-performing peer will be negatively related to rejecting.
LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) also suggested that stability attributions would influence these peer responses. If peers perceive that the cause of a low performer's behavior is something that varies over time, they will tend to make attributions of low stability. Attributions of low stability, in turn, will result in cognitions of higher expectancy that the low performer can change. Therefore, peers will tend to engage in behaviors intended to improve the peer's performance. These responses include training and motivating, behaviors that actively engage the low performer and target the low performance of the peer. Peers respond in this manner with the belief that the performance of the low performer can change. If, however, peers perceive that the cause of the low performer's behavior is something that is relatively permanent, they will tend to make attributions of high stability. They will tend, in turn, to have low expectancy that the peer can change and will tend to engage in efforts to help the group by working around (compensating for) or attempting to avoid (rejecting) the low performer rather than trying to change the low performer's behavior. Peers respond in this manner with the belief that action taken to change the performance of the low performer will have low utility. We therefore predicted the following:
Hypothesis 6a: Attributions of stability for a peer's low performance will be negatively related to the expectancy that a low-performing peer's behavior can change.
Hypothesis 6b:
The expectancy that a low-performing peer's behavior can change will be negatively related to compensating.
Hypothesis 6c:
The expectancy that a low-performing peer's behavior can change will be positively related to training.
Hypothesis 6d:
The expectancy that a low-performing peer's behavior can change will be positively related to motivating.
Hypothesis 6e:
The expectancy that a low-performing peer's behavior can change will be negatively related to rejecting.
Expectations for Low-Performer Characteristics
In the previous section we described how attributions of a peer's low performance translated into four types of contextual performance. In this section, we describe how the characteristic behavior of a low performer influences attributions and how these attribu-tions, in turn, influence peer cognition and ultimately peer behavior.
Ability and Motivation
The primary factor that influences the attributions made by peers regarding the cause of another peer's low performance is the characteristic behavior of the low performer (e.g., Ashkanasy, 1995; Green & Mitchell, 1979) . Poor performer behavior, in essence, serves as the stimulus that is perceived by observers who want to understand the cause for the low performance (Weiner, 1980a (Weiner, , 1980b Weiner, Graham, & Chandler, 1982) . When a low performer's behavior reflects low ability to do a task, his or her behavior is not assumed to be under his or her volitional control. Accordingly, peer observers should tend to make attributions of low controllability for a low-performing peer with low ability. On the other hand, when a low performer's behavior reflects low motivation, his or her behavior is assumed to be under his or her volitional control. Here, observers will tend to make attributions of high controllability for a low performer with low motivation.
Although this process is relatively straightforward when the low performer is viewed as having either low ability or low motivation, the situation becomes more complex when one considers that individuals vary in terms of levels of ability and motivation. Consistent with others, we believe that peers make inferences about the cause of low performance by observing the amount of effort expended by the low performer and the low performer's level of ability (Weiner et al., 1971) . The lower the ability or motivation is, the clearer it is to the observer regarding the cause for the low performance, and thus, the more likely it becomes that peers will make attributions that are consistent with the nature of this cause. However, observers may also make indirect or secondary inferences about one characteristic on the basis of levels of another characteristic. Specifically, at higher levels of one characteristic, peers should tend to believe that the cause for the low performance is lower levels of the other characteristic, all else equal. For example, if peers perceive the low performer to have high ability, peers may come to believe that the cause for the poor performance is low motivation, and vice versa. We therefore predicted the following:
Hypothesis 7a: Controllability attributions will be positively related to ability such that the lower the ability of a low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is low in controllability.
Hypothesis 7b: Controllability attributions will be negatively related to motivation such that the lower the motivation of a low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is high in controllability.
In addition to controllability attributions, the attributional literature indicates that observers make attributions regarding the stability of the cause of low performance. Generally, observers tend to believe that ability is relatively consistent over time, and thus, peer observers will tend to make attributions of high stability for a low-performing peer with low ability. On the other hand, observers tend to believe that motivation is relatively inconsistent over time, and thus, peer observers will tend to make attributions of low stability for a low performer with low motivation. As noted above, however, individuals vary on both ability and motivation and make secondary inferences of one trait on the basis of levels of the other. This is important to note before we hypothesize stability relationships, because it may appear as if we are claiming that at high levels of ability, an observer believes that ability is low in stability: We are not. Indeed, people tend to believe that ability is a stable characteristic. Instead, we are saying that at high levels of ability, a peer observer should be more likely to believe that the cause for the low performance is something other than ability (which is high in stability), and thus, that the culprit may be low motivation (which is low in stability). Of course, a parallel argument can be made concerning the relationship between motivation and stability attributions. Overall, we therefore predicted the following:
Hypothesis 8a: Stability attributions will be negatively related to ability such that the lower the ability of a low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is high in stability.
Hypothesis 8b: Stability attributions will be positively related to motivation such that the lower the motivation of a low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is low in stability.
Moreover, the logic implied earlier with respect to the attributional process implies the following:
Hypothesis 9a: Ability will be negatively related to compensating such that peers will be more likely to compensate for a low performer described as having low ability.
Hypothesis 9b: Ability will be negatively related to training such that peers will be more likely to train a low performer described as having low ability.
Hypothesis 9c: Ability will be positively related to motivating such that peers will be less likely to motivate a low performer described as having low ability.
Hypothesis 9d: Ability will be positively related to rejecting such that peers will be less likely to reject a low performer described as having low ability.
Hypothesis 9e: Motivation will be positively related to compensating such that peers will be less likely to compensate for a low performer described as having low motivation.
Hypothesis 9f: Motivation will be positively related to training such that peers will be less likely to train a low performer described as having low motivation.
Hypothesis 9g: Motivation will be negatively related to motivating such that peers will be more likely to motivate a low performer described as having low motivation.
Hypothesis 9h: Motivation will be negatively related to rejecting such that peers will be more likely to reject a low performer described as having low motivation.
In the previous sections we described how the characteristic behavior of a low performer might influence different types of contextual performance through attributions. In this section, we examine how a low performer characteristic might influence the nature of contextual performance through other constructs within the attributional model. LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) suggested that individual differences independent of the "cause" of low performance might also influence aspects of the attributional process. In this study, we consider a behavioral characteristic that might influence peer behavioral responses through peers' cognitions. Specifically, we propose that the level of compliance that a low performer exhibits may affect peers' expectancy that a low performer can change his or her behavior.
Compliance
Compliance is a relatively narrow facet of the personality characteristic Agreeableness. Individuals who are high on compliance tend to be patient and cooperative with others, whereas individuals who are low on compliance tend to be stubborn and headstrong (Costa & McCrae, 1992) . Given these tendencies, individuals exhibiting high levels of compliance should be more receptive to the suggestions and help from others than individuals exhibiting low levels of compliance. In the context of LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) model, it is conceivable that a low performer's level of compliance would have an influence on peers' expectation that a low performer's behavior can change. That is, peers will perceive their efforts toward influencing the behavior of an individual who is high on compliance as having more utility than if they were to try to influence an individual who is low on compliance. Drawing from the logic implied earlier with respect to the attributional process, higher expectancy for change should translate into training and motivating the low performer. If, however, peers perceive that the low performer is low on compliance, they will have low expectancy for change in the low performer's behavior and therefore will tend to compensate for or reject the low performer. Thus, we predicted the following:
Hypothesis 10a: The expectancy that a low performer's behavior can change will be positively related to the compliance exhibited by a low performer.
Hypothesis 10b: The compliance exhibited by a low performer will be negatively related to compensating such that peers will be less likely to compensate for a low performer who is described as being high on compliance.
Hypothesis 10c:
The compliance exhibited by a low performer will be positively related to training such that peers will be more likely to train a low performer who is described as being high on compliance.
Hypothesis 10d:
The compliance exhibited by a low performer will be positively related to motivating such that peers will be more likely to motivate a low performer who is described as being high on compliance.
Hypothesis 10e:
The compliance exhibited by a low performer will be negatively related to rejecting such that peers will be less likely to reject a low performer who is described as being high on compliance.
Finally, we expected the relationship between low-performer characteristics and peer responses to be mediated by the attributional process. Accordingly, Hypothesis 11: Effects of low-performer characteristics (ability, motivation, and compliance) on peer responses (compensating for, training, motivating, and rejecting) will be mediated by variables that capture the attributional process (controllability and stability attributions, sympathy, and expectancy for change).
Method
We used two phases of research to address the issues outlined in this article. In the first stage, we collected data from several samples to develop the measure of peer responses. In the second stage, we cross-validated the measure and used it in a study where we tested the hypotheses outlined above.
Measure Development
We used the definitions provided by LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) to generate an initial list of items to measure the four peer responses. Additionally, as part of a class assignment on providing feedback to peers, approximately 50 master of business administration (MBA) students were asked to list different ways they have responded to low-performing group members. This process resulted in 35 nonredundant items. Management professors and doctoral students (N ϭ 10) were then selected to serve as expert judges in the classification of the 35 items into one of five categories (i.e., compensate, train, motivate, reject, or other). Each judge was instructed to work independently and to not discuss the classification of the items with each other. Definitions of each of the four peer responses were provided to aid in the classification. Items that did not fit into one of the four categories representing the peer responses were classified as "other." Eighty-six percent of the items (i.e., 30 items) were assigned to one of the four appropriate categories. These 30 items were retained for further analysis.
Measure Refinement
Participants. Data from three samples were then collected to assess the psychometric properties of the peer responses measure. The first sample consisted of 217 undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory management course at a large Southeastern university. On average, students were 22 years old, 48% were female, and 70% were White. We used this sample in the preliminary analysis of the measure. The second sample consisted of 263 undergraduate students enrolled in the same introductory management course. On average, students were 21 years old, 46% were female, and 78% were White. The third sample consisted of 150 master's in management and MBA students, who are required as part of their program to work in groups to complete course assignments and group projects. On average, these students were 25 years old, 41% were female, and 77% were White. We used these last two samples to further refine the measure.
Preliminary refinement. Using data obtained from the first sample of undergraduates (N ϭ 217), we conducted a principal-components factor analysis using varimax rotation on the 30 items retained from the initial item-generation phase. The results of the exploratory factor analysis confirmed the four-factor solution based on the Kaiser criterion (i.e., eigenvalues greater than 1) and a scree test. We eliminated 9 items that had factor loadings less than .50 or loaded on multiple factors (a difference of .20 or less between two factor loadings for a given dimension).
Further refinement. Using construct definitions, we generated 8 additional items to ensure that the content domain of the four dimensions was adequately represented. However, from a practical standpoint, a parsimonious measure was required given the large number of variables that would ultimately need to be measured in order to assess LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) model. Accordingly, we independently reexamined the pool of 29 items and eliminated those that seemed to have overlapping or ambiguous content. Students in the second sample (N ϭ 263) were then asked to complete a survey that included the 16 items from the pool of 29 that we judged to be the best representation of the content domain. Responses to these items were then submitted to a maximum likelihood confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). We input a covariance matrix of the items into LISREL 8.2 (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993) and specified the appropriate four-factor model. Results of this CFA suggested that the model fit the data adequately well, 2 (98, N ϭ 263) ϭ 213.78, root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) ϭ .07, standardized root mean square (SRMR) ϭ .06, goodness-of-fit index (GFI) ϭ .91, Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) ϭ .92, comparative fit index (CFI) ϭ .93. All items loaded on their intended factor, and there were no significant cross-loadings. Internal consistency reliabilities for all four dimensions were greater than .70.
We then administered the 16-item measure to the sample of graduate students (N ϭ 150). Consistent with the earlier results, the four-factor model fit the data reasonably well, 2 (98, N ϭ 150) ϭ 185.37, RMSEA ϭ .07, SRMR ϭ .07, GFI ϭ .87, TLI ϭ .92, CFI ϭ .92. All items loaded on their intended factor, and there were no significant cross-loadings. At this stage we compared the four-factor model with three plausible alternative models. The first alternative model was a one-factor model. The second and third alternative models were both two-factor models. The first twofactor model specified latent factors representing cooperative responses (compensating for and training items) and challenging responses (motivating and rejecting items). The second two-factor model specified latent factors representing responses that involved face-to-face interaction with the low performer (training and motivating items) and responses that did not involve face-to-face interaction with the low performer (compensating for and rejecting items). The alternative models fit the data quite poorly (i.e., RMSEA Ͼ .10; GFI, TLI, and CFI Ͻ .90). Furthermore, chi-square differences indicated that the four-factor model offered a significant improvement in fit over the other three models. Overall, these results suggest that peer responses to low performers are most appropriately accounted for by a four-factor model.
Cross-Validation and Model Testing
Additional data were collected from a fourth sample to cross-validate the measure and also to assess the hypotheses outlined in this article.
Participants. This sample consisted of 579 undergraduates enrolled in an introductory management course. On average, students were 21 years old, 50% were female, and 72% were White. Participants received extra credit in return for their participation in the study.
Procedure. Participants attended a scheduled session in which they were instructed to first read and sign a consent form and then complete a survey that contained one of eight different short vignettes followed by a series of questions. These questions were the same regardless of the vignette.
The vignettes were organized into a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 between-factorial design in which the motivation, ability, and compliance of the low-performing peer were manipulated. Each vignette consisted of three paragraphs. The first paragraph set the stage for the manipulation and was identical in all eight vignettes. The wording of the first paragraph was as follows:
You are a member of a group in an upper level course. Your group is responsible for completing a semester project that is worth half of your grade. Successful completion of the project requires equal contributions from all members, and therefore, each member of the group receives the same project grade. One day each week the group meets to work on the project. As the semester draws to a close, it has become obvious that one member of your group, Pat, is performing poorly. Pat's poor performance is hindering the productivity of the group.
The second paragraph contained the ability and motivation manipulations. The wording of each of the conditions was as follows:
During the group meetings, you have noticed that Pat [easily understands/has great difficulty understanding] the course material and group assignments. Furthermore, you have observed that Pat [works very hard/does not work very hard] to help the group complete its activities and achieve its goals.
The third paragraph provided additional information relevant to further understanding Pat's low performance. This third paragraph contained the compliance manipulation. The wording of the high and low conditions was as follows:
While interacting with Pat during group meetings, you have found that Pat [has/has not] been very open to ideas and accepting of suggestions offered by other group members.
Participants were instructed to imagine themselves in the situation described in the vignette and to answer the questions that followed as if they had actually experienced this situation.
Manipulation Check
Prior to testing the hypotheses stated above, we tested the success of the manipulation of the low-performer characteristics in the vignettes. All manipulation-check items were assessed using a 5-point Likert scale with anchors of 1 (strongly disagree) and 5 (strongly agree).
Ability. The following items were used to test the manipulation of the ability of the low performer: "Pat has the ability to perform well," "Pat is capable of being a good performer," and "Pat has the capacity to be highly effective." Ratings of Pat's ability were significantly higher when Pat was described as having high ability than low ability, t(579) ϭ 9.70, p Ͻ .001. Internal consistency reliability was .86.
Motivation. The following items were used to test the manipulation of the motivation of the low performer: "Pat is motivated to perform well," "Pat tries hard to complete group projects," and "Pat works hard to achieve group goals." Ratings of Pat's motivation were significantly higher when Pat was described as having high motivation than low motivation, t(579) ϭ 19.52, p ϭ .001. Internal consistency reliability was .93.
Compliance. The following items were used to test the manipulation of the low-performing peer's compliance: "Pat is open to the opinions of others," "Pat is receptive to others' ideas," and "Pat listens to the suggestions of others." Ratings of Pat's compliance were significantly higher when Pat was described as having high compliance than low compliance, t(579) ϭ 18.71, p Ͻ .001. Internal consistency reliability was .96.
In addition to the manipulation checks, we examined the extent to which participants found the vignette they had read to be realistic and engaging. Furthermore, we had participants report the extent to which they had past experience working in groups. This allowed us to determine whether the participants had the experience necessary to provide meaningful responses to the peer responses measure. Participants responded to each of the following items using a 5-point Likert scale with anchors of 1 (strongly disagree) and 5 (strongly agree).
The extent to which participants found the vignette they had read to be realistic was assessed with three items: "To me, the description of Pat seems realistic," "In my opinion, it is very possible that a group might include a member like Pat," and "I can easily imagine a group situation similar to the description I just read about Pat." In addition, the extent to which participants found the vignette they had read to be engaging was assessed with three items: "I thought the scenario about Pat was engaging," "It was easy for me to focus my attention on the description of Pat," and "The scenario about Pat kept my attention." Finally, the extent to which participants had had past experience working in groups was assessed with three items: "In the past, I have worked in groups," "I have past experience working in groups," and "I have been a member of a group in the past." Internal consistency reliabilities for each of the scales were .87, .86, and .90, respectively. On average, participants found the vignette to be both realistic (M ϭ 4.19, SD ϭ 0.74) and engaging (M ϭ 3.35, SD ϭ 0.84). In addition, participants indicated that they had had past experience working in groups (M ϭ 4.58, SD ϭ 0.59).
Measures
Peer responses. Participants were asked to indicate how likely it is that they would engage in each of the four types of peer responses by responding to each of the 16 items in the peer responses scale, using a 5-point Likert scale with anchors of 1 (highly unlikely) and 5 (highly likely).
We conducted a maximum likelihood CFA using LISREL 8.2 to crossvalidate the 16-item peer responses measure. The results of the CFA suggested that the model fit the data well, 2 (98, N ϭ 579) ϭ 319.75, RMSEA ϭ .06, SRMR ϭ .06, GFI ϭ .93, TLI ϭ .95, CFI ϭ .96. The items and their factor loadings are presented in Table 1 .
On the basis of the adequate fit of the four-factor model, we concluded that the model did not need to be examined more closely for possible sources of lack of fit, at least with respect to problems with individual items. However, the results of the model assessment at this point were not sufficient to rule out other factor structures. Therefore, we compared the four-factor model with the alternative models outlined in the previous section. Fit statistics for the model comparisons are presented in Table 2 . As shown in this table, none of the alternative models accounted for the data as well as the four-factor structure. In fact, none of the alternative models met the criteria for adequate model fit. In addition, chi-square differences indicated that the four-factor model offered a significant improvement in fit over the other three models. Internal consistency reliabilities for the dimensions were .90 (compensate), .89 (train), .85 (motivate), and .88 (reject). Given these results, we felt comfortable using the fourfactor scale to assess peer responses to low performers.
Attributions, sympathy, expectancy for change, and observer characteristics were assessed using a 5-point Likert scale with anchors of 1 (strongly disagree) and 5 (strongly agree).
Attributions. We measured attributions with items taken from Russell's (1982) scale, which were modified for the purposes of this study. Six items were used to measure controllability. Examples of these items include "The cause of Pat's low performance was something that is controllable by Pat" and "The cause of Pat's low performance was something that was intended by Pat." Four items were used to measure stability. Examples include "The cause of Pat's low performance was something that is permanent" and "The cause of Pat's low performance was something that is changeable." Internal consistency reliabilities for the attributions were .86 (controllability) and .77 (stability).
Sympathy. Sympathy was measured using three items that were taken from Reisenzein (1986) that were modified for the purposes of this study. The items were "I feel sympathy towards Pat," "I feel pity towards Pat," and "I feel concern for Pat." The internal consistency reliability was .78.
Expectancy for change. Expectancy for change was measured by using three items that were developed for the purposes of this study. The items were "Pat can become more effective," "Pat can become a better performer," and "Pat's performance can improve." The internal consistency reliability was .92.
Observer characteristics. The short form of the Revised NEO Personality Inventory was used to measure participants' personality (Costa & McRae, 1992) . This instrument assesses five aspects of personality: Neuroticism, Extroversion, Openness to Experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. Note that specific hypotheses were indicated for all of the Big Five factors with the exception of Openness to Experience, which was included in the analysis for the sake of completeness. Internal consistency reliabilities for the scales were generally consistent with past research (␣ ϭ .71 to .84). Train the peer to do the work. .66 Show the peer a more efficient way to complete the tasks.
.70 Teach the peer how to prioritize responsibilities.
.74 Educate the peer on the best way to complete the work.
.82 Take on some of the peer's duties as your own.
.82 Pitch in and do some of the peer's job.
.82 Do what you can to get the peer's work done.
.61 Complete unfinished tasks of the low-performing peer.
.77 Tell the peer that poor performance will no longer be tolerated.
.82 Point out the consequences of poor performance to the peer.
.65 Ask the peer to work harder.
.70 Explain to the peer that poor performance is unacceptable in this group.
.92 Exclude the peer from social functions with the group.
.73 Act as though the peer is no longer a member of the group.
.69 Ignore comments and suggestions made by the peer.
.64 Avoid interactions with the peer.
.78
Note. N ϭ 579.
Results
The means, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations for all of the study variables are shown in Table 3 . Internal consistency reliabilities for the measures are presented on the diagonal. At least two aspects of this table are worth noting. First, as expected because participants were randomly assigned to conditions, there were no significant relationships between the individual differences (Rows/Columns 1-5) and the manipulations (Rows/Columns 6 -8). Second, the relatively low relationships between the four peer responses (ranging from .03 to .33) provide support for the notion that they are distinct concepts. Table 4 reports results of the hierarchical regressions with the four peer responses as dependent variables. We entered the personality variables in Step 1 because we wanted to assess the extent to which the attributional process variables could explain variance in the peer responses over and above personality variables already known to predict forms of contextual performance. The personality variables explained a significant amount of variance in each of the four peer responses (2% for compensating, 3% for training, 4% for motivating, and 5% for rejecting). Although this provides support for the notion that the four peer responses are forms of contextual performance, the betas shown in Step 1 of Table 4 supported only some of our hypotheses.
Results for Observer Characteristics
Contrary to expectations, Neuroticism was not significantly related to training or rejecting. Thus, Hypotheses 1a and 1b were not supported. Extraversion was positively related to training (␤ ϭ .14, p Ͻ .05) and motivating (␤ ϭ .11, p Ͻ .05). In addition, the weights from the regression of training and motivating onto Extraversion, though small, were statistically significant. Thus, these results provide some support for Hypotheses 2a and 2b. However, Extroversion was not significantly related to compensating for or rejecting. Thus, Hypotheses 2c and 2d were not supported. Agreeableness was positively related to compensating (␤ ϭ .10, p Ͻ .05) and negatively related to motivating (␤ ϭ Ϫ.11, p Ͻ .05) and rejecting (␤ ϭ Ϫ.15, p Ͻ .05). In addition, the weights from the regression of compensating, motivating, and rejecting onto Agreeableness, though small, were statistically significant, providing some support for Hypotheses 3a, 3c, and 3d. Agreeableness, however, was not significantly related to training, and thus Hypothesis 3b was not supported. Finally, Hypotheses 4a, 4c, and 4d were not supported because Conscientiousness was not significantly related to compensating, training, or rejecting. In addition, Conscientiousness was positively rather than negatively related to motivating, thus failing to support Hypothesis 4c.
Results for the Attributional Process
As shown in Table 3 , the correlations between controllability attributions and sympathy, and between sympathy and the peer responses, were consistent with expectations. In support of Hypothesis 5a, controllability was negatively related to sympathy (r ϭ Ϫ.43, p Ͻ .05). Those who believed that the cause for low performance was controllable felt less sympathy for the low performer. Sympathy, in turn, was positively related to compensating for (r ϭ .13, p Ͻ .05) and training (r ϭ .23, p Ͻ .05) and negatively related to motivating (r ϭ Ϫ.25, p Ͻ .05) and rejecting (r ϭ Ϫ.30, p Ͻ .05). Those who felt higher sympathy for a low performer reported that they were more likely to compensate for and train the low performer and less likely to motivate and reject the low performer. These findings provide support for Hypotheses 5b through 5e.
The pattern of correlations in Table 3 also supported our expectations regarding relationships between stability attributions and expectancy for change, and between expectancy for change and the peer responses. In support of Hypothesis 6a, stability was negatively related to expectancy for change (r ϭ Ϫ.14, p Ͻ .05). Those who thought that the cause of low performance was more stable had lower expectations regarding future changes in performance. Expectancy for change, in turn, was negatively related to compensating for (r ϭ Ϫ.16, p Ͻ .05) and rejecting (r ϭ Ϫ.15, p Ͻ .05) and positively related to training (r ϭ .11, p Ͻ .05) and motivating (r ϭ .13, p Ͻ .05). When peers had high expectancy for change in a low performer, they reported that they would be less likely to compensate for and reject the low performer and more likely to train and motivate the low performer. Thus, Hypotheses 6b through 6e were supported.
We also note that the attributions explained a significant amount of variance in the four peer responses, even after controlling for individual differences. Specifically, controllability and stability attributions explained 2% of the variance in compensating, 2% of Note. RMSEA ϭ root-mean-square error of approximation; SRMR ϭ standardized root-mean-square residual; GFI ϭ goodness-of-fit index; TLI ϭ Tucker-Lewis index; CFI ϭ comparative fit index. a This model included a factor composed of the compensating and training items and a factor composed of the motivating and rejecting items. b This model included a factor composed of the compensating and rejecting items and a factor composed of the training and motivating items. ** p Ͻ .001. the variance in training, 11% of the variance in motivating, and 6% of the variance in rejecting. The regression weights for the individual effects were consistent in direction with the zero-order correlations noted above. In addition, peer observer affect and cognition also explained a significant amount of variance in the peer responses, after controlling for the individual differences. Sympathy and expectancy for change explained 6% of the variance in compensating, 6% of the variance in training, 7% of the variance in motivating, and 11% of the variance in rejecting. The regression weights for the individual effects were also consistent in direction with the zero-order correlations.
Results for Low-Performer Characteristics
Hypotheses 7-11 predicted that the characteristic behavior of a low performer would influence the attributions made by a peer observer and that these attributions, in turn, would influence the observer's affect, cognitions, and ultimately, intentions and behavior. This set of hypotheses relates to our expectations regarding the mediating role of the attributional process as suggested by LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) . We used Baron and Kenny's (1986) approach to assess mediation. According to their guidelines, mediation is supported if (a) characteristics of the low performer (independent variables) are significantly related to the attributional process variables (mediators), (b) characteristics of the low performer are significantly related to the peer responses (dependent variables), and finally, (c) the amount of variance in the peer responses explained by the low-performer characteristics is reduced when controlling for the mediating attributional process variables.
Hypotheses 7a and 7b assessed the first requirement for mediation. Specifically, Hypothesis 7a predicted that the lower the ability of the low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is low in controllability. Hypothesis 7b predicted that the lower the motivation of the low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is high in controllability. When controllability was regressed on the low-performer characteristics, these characteristics explained a significant 20% of the variance in controllability. In addition, controllability attributions were positively related to ability (␤ ϭ .23, p Ͻ .05) and negatively related to motivation (␤ ϭ Ϫ.39, p Ͻ .05). Thus, these results provide support for Hypotheses 7a and 7b.
Hypotheses 8a and 8b also assessed the first requirement for mediation. Specifically, Hypothesis 8a predicted that the lower the ability of the low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is high in stability. Hypothesis 8b predicted that the lower the motivation of the low performer is, the more peers will attribute the low performance to a cause that is low in stability. When stability was regressed on the low-performer characteristics, these characteristics explained a significant 3% of the variance in stability. In addition, stability attributions were negatively related to ability (␤ ϭ Ϫ.11, p Ͻ .05) and positively related to motivation (␤ ϭ .11, p Ͻ .05). In addition, the weights from the regression of stability onto ability and motivation, though small, were statistically significant. Thus, these results provide some support for Hypotheses 8a and 8b.
Hypothesis 10a assessed the first requirement for mediation as well. This hypothesis predicted that peers will perceive the low Table 3 Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-Order Correlations performance to be changeable when the low performer is described as being high in compliance. As shown in Table 3 , the expectancy that the low performer's behavior can change was positively related to the compliance of the low performer (r ϭ .21, p Ͻ .05), providing support for Hypothesis 10a. Hypotheses 9a through 9h and Hypotheses 10b through 10e addressed Baron and Kenny's (1986) second requirement for mediation by specifying relationships between the low performer's ability, motivation, and compliance (the independent variables) and the four behavioral intentions (the dependent variables). The results shown in Table 4 ( Step 2) confirm these hypotheses in that the peer characteristics (i.e., ability, motivation, and compliance) explained a significant amount of variance in each of the four peer responses, even after controlling for the respondent's individual differences (i.e., Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness to Experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness). Moreover, the direction of the effect of ability was consistent with expectations (␤ compensate ϭ Ϫ.09, ␤ train ϭ Ϫ.11, ␤ motivate ϭ .16, ␤ reject ϭ .12), and the weights from the regression of the peer responses onto ability, though small, were statistically significant, thus providing some support for Hypotheses 9a through 9d. When a low performer was described as having low ability, respondents reported that they would be more likely to compensate for and train the low performer and less likely to motivate and reject the low performer. The directions of the effect of motivation were also consistent with expectations (␤ compensate ϭ .10, ␤ train ϭ .12, ␤ motivate ϭ Ϫ.25, ␤ reject ϭ Ϫ.23), and the weights from the regression of the peer responses onto motivation, though small, were statistically significant, thus providing some support for Hypotheses 9e through 9h. When a low performer was described as having low motivation, respondents reported that they would be less likely to compensate for and train the low performer and more likely to motivate and reject the low performer. Table 4 also shows that the level of compliance of the low performer influenced behavioral intentions and that the directions of the effects were consistent with expectations (␤ compensate ϭ Ϫ.12, ␤ train ϭ .15, ␤ motivate ϭ .09, ␤ reject ϭ Ϫ.11). In addition, the weights from the regression of the peer responses onto compliance, though small, were statistically significant, thus providing some support for Hypotheses 10b through 10e. Specifically, when the low performer's behavior was described as being high on compliance, respondents reported they would be more likely to train and motivate the low performer and less likely to compensate and reject the low performer.
We note that it might not be reasonable to expect that peer observers would try to motivate a low performer who is already high in motivation, despite being high in compliance. Thus, perhaps the relationship between compliance and motivation might be stronger in situations where the low performer is low in motivation. To test this idea, we examined the interaction of lowperformer motivation and compliance with motivating as the dependent variable. The results of this analysis indicated that the interaction term was statistically significant (⌬R 2 ϭ .02, p Ͻ .05). The pattern of the interaction revealed no relationship between compliance and motivating when the low performer had high motivation and a positive relationship between compliance and motivating for low performers with low motivation. Motivating was highest for low performers with low motivation and high compliance. Table 5 reports the results that address Baron and Kenny's (1986) third requirement for mediation and thus provide the final step necessary to assess Hypothesis 11. Specifically, this table shows the results of regressions in which the four peer responses are regressed on the low-performer characteristics after controlling for the attributional process variables. The results reported in Table 5 (Step 4) show some support for the mediation hypothesis in that the effects of the peer characteristics explained less variance in all of the peer responses after the mediation process variables were included in the regression. Specifically, the peer characteristics explained 67% less variance in compensating and training, 78% less variance in motivating, and 63% less variance in rejecting after controlling for the attributional process variables. We note, however, that the effect sizes for the peer characteristics were already very small, and therefore, the evidence for mediation (i.e., reduction in these effect sizes when the mediators were included in the model) should be interpreted in this context. 
Discussion
Although the increased use of groups and teams in organizations has elevated the importance of contextual performance, research on contextual performance has tended to ignore the group context. LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) developed a framework for thinking about how the interdependence of group settings influences the types of contextual performance that occur in groups. In the present study, we report the first empirical assessment of LePine and Van Dyne's general proposition that there are four types of peer responses and that these peer responses are driven by lowperformer characteristics and peer observers' attributions. We also extend this theory by considering additional predictors of peer responses suggested by contextual performance theory .
Overview of Results
We first developed a measure that assesses four types of responses to low performers (i.e., compensate for, train, motivate, and reject). The resulting 16-item scale has items that consistently loaded on their intended factor. Moreover, relationships among the four factors were low. Finally, internal consistencies of the four factors were adequate (all Ͼ .70).
Low-performer characteristics. In a subsequent study using vignettes, we manipulated low-performer characteristics to assess relationships suggested by LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) model. Overall, the results of this study provided support for their model and our predictions (see Figure 1) . Specifically, when a low performer was described as having a low level of ability, respondents reported that the cause of low performance was low in controllability and felt sympathy for the low performer. Respondents also reported that they would be more likely to compensate and train and less likely to motivate and reject the low performer. However, when a low performer was described as having a low level of motivation, respondents reported that the cause of the low performance was high in controllability and did not feel sympathy for the low performer. Respondents also reported that they would be less likely to compensate and train and more likely to motivate and reject in this situation. In addition, when the low performer was described as being compliant, respondents had higher expectations regarding the possibility that the low performance could change. In these instances, respondents reported that they would be less likely to compensate for and reject and more likely to train or motivate the low performer.
In our study we did not outline our expectations regarding reactions to a low performer who is perceived as possessing both low ability and low motivation. This is because attributional theory does not explicitly address circumstances in which observers are likely to be uncertain as to the underlying cause for low performance. However, as LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) and others have suggested (e.g., Mitchell et al., 1981) , it is likely that peers will initially give the low performer the benefit of the doubt when the cause is unclear by making attributions that are more positive or optimistic about the low performer (i.e., low controllability and low stability). This is because the more negative or pessimistic attributions (and subsequent reactions) are interpersonally uncomfortable, and this is something that most people wish to avoid. According to this line of reasoning, we would expect peer observers to make attributions of low controllability and low stability when there is doubt as to the cause for a peer's low performance. Moreover, peer observers should tend to feel sympathy for these low performers and also engage in responses that are cooperative (compensating for and training) as opposed to challenging (motivating and rejecting).
To assess this logic, we examined interactions of low-performer ability and motivation with controllability and stability attributions, sympathy, and the four peer responses as dependent variables. Of these seven regressions, three produced significant results. First, we found a statistically significant Ability ϫ Motivation interaction when controllability was the dependent variable (⌬R 2 ϭ .03, p Ͻ .05). The pattern of this interaction suggested that the relationship between a low performer's motivation and a peer's controllability attributions was stronger (more negative) when peers perceived a low performer to be low on ability. In fact, controllability attributions were the highest for low performers who were perceived to be low on motivation, irrespective of the perceived ability of the low performer. This finding is contrary to our predictions in that peers tended to make high controllability attributions rather than low controllability attributions when low performers were perceived to be low on both ability and motivation.
Second, we found a significant Ability ϫ Motivation interaction with sympathy as the dependent variable (⌬R 2 ϭ .01, p Ͻ .05). The pattern of this interaction indicated that the relationship between motivation and sympathy was stronger (more positive) when peers perceived the low performer to be low on ability. Moreover, peers were least likely to feel sympathy for a low performer who was perceived to be low on motivation, regardless of the perceived ability of the low performer. Thus, contrary to our expectations, peers were less sympathetic for a low performer who was perceived to be low on both ability and motivation.
Finally, we found a significant Ability ϫ Motivation interaction with rejecting as the independent variable (⌬R 2 ϭ .02, p Ͻ .05). The plot of this interaction indicated that the relationship between motivation and rejecting was stronger (more negative) when peers perceived the low performer to be low on ability. In fact, peers were most likely to reject a low performer who was perceived to be low on motivation, irrespective of the perceived ability of the low performer. Once again, this finding is inconsistent with our expectations, in that peers reported that they would be more likely to reject a low performer who was perceived to be low on both ability and motivation.
In each of the instances above, a low performer's ability did not seem to matter much when the low performer was perceived to be low on motivation. In other words, when peer observers are not clear as to the underlying cause for a peer's low performance, they are not likely to give the benefit of the doubt to someone who has demonstrated low motivation, regardless of where that person stood on ability. Although these findings are interesting, future research needs to investigate this process further.
Peer observer characteristics. Consistent with the theory of individual differences in task and contextual performance , we also extended the work of LePine and Van Dyne (2001a) by examining relationships between the Big Five personality characteristics of the respondent and his or her responses to the low performer. Several personality characteristics explained variance in the four peer responses, providing some support for our contention that observer characteristics influence specific types of contextual performance. As a set, the personality variables explained 2% of the variance in compensating, 3% of the variance in training, 4% of the variance in motivating, and 5% of the variance in rejecting. Consistent with our expectations in terms of specific relationships, Extraversion had positive relationships with training and motivating. In addition, Agreeableness had a positive relationship with compensating and negative relationships with motivating and rejecting.
Although several of our Big Five hypotheses failed to receive support, there are a number of plausible explanations that have implications for future empirical and theoretical research. First, the personality constructs we used in this study may have been too broad to predict such fine-grained criteria (peer responses are a subset of behaviors within the domain of contextual performance, which itself is a subcomponent of overall performance). Several scholars have argued that predictors should match criteria in terms of specificity. Specifically, broad predictors may be better for predicting broad criteria, and narrow predictors are better for predicting narrow criteria (Ones & Viswesvaran, 1996; Schneider, Hough, & Dunnette, 1996) . Perhaps future research should examine the relationships hypothesized in this article using personality predictors that more closely match the breadth of the peer responses.
Second, the pattern of results possibly suggests peer response constructs of a higher order than we had originally considered. Specifically, there may be two higher order peer response dimensions: a direct versus passive dimension and a cooperative versus challenging dimension. For example, Extraversion had positive relationships with training and motivating, the two peer responses that directly engage the low performer. Conceptually, this pattern is consistent with the notion that extraverted individuals are assertive, active, and outgoing and therefore more likely to respond in ways that actively engage the low performer. Similarly, Agreeableness had negative relationships with motivating and rejecting, the two peer responses that are challenging rather than cooperative. Conceptually, this pattern makes sense given that highly agreeable individuals by their nature do not like upsetting others (LePine & Van Dyne, 2001b) . We also note that the cooperative versus challenging dimension is consistent with the notion that extrarole behaviors may either be affiliative (e.g., helping) or challenging (e.g., voice behavior or suggesting a change to the status quo; , Van Dyne, Cummings, & McLean Parks, 1995 . Future research might consider the implications of this alternative conceptual framework of peer responses in empirical and theoretical studies.
Another plausible reason for not finding more effects for individual differences is that perhaps the relationships are more complex than we had originally hypothesized. For example, it is possible that high levels of Agreeableness may enhance or neutralize the effects of other personality characteristics on peer responses. This is because highly agreeable individuals tend to be trusting and cooperative, and thus, they should be more inclined to engage in cooperative responses (compensating for and training) and less inclined to engage in more challenging responses (motivating and rejecting) regardless of where they stand on other characteristics. Consider, for example, the interaction of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. As stated earlier, we expected that there would be a positive relationship between Conscientiousness and both compensating and training, because these responses reflect cooperation and require significant expenditures of effort on the part of the peer observer. It is possible that for those with high levels of Agreeableness, this positive relationship might be even stronger. We also expected that Conscientiousness would be negatively related to motivating and rejecting because these behaviors reflect low cooperation and should generally require less effort than training and compensating. It seems possible that for those with high levels of Agreeableness, this negative relationship might be weakened.
Although developing theory to predict interactions of multiple individual differences would be ideal, it is beyond the scope of the present article to do so. However, we thought it would be worthwhile to assess these interactions to inform future theory building. Accordingly, we examined every possible two-way interaction with the four peer responses as dependent variables in a post hoc analysis. Of the 40 possible interactions, four were statistically significant, and three of these involved Agreeableness.
First, we found a statistically significant interaction between Agreeableness and Conscientiousness when training was the dependent variable (⌬R 2 ϭ .03, p Ͻ .05). The pattern of this interaction suggested that the relationship between Conscientiousness and training was stronger (more positive) when peers where high on Agreeableness. In fact, training was highest for peers who were high on both Agreeableness and Conscientiousness.
Second, we found that the interaction of Agreeableness and Neuroticism also predicted training (⌬R 2 ϭ .04, p Ͻ .05). The plot of this interaction indicated that the relationship between Neuroticism and training was weaker (less negative) when peers were high in Agreeableness. Training was lowest for peers who were low on Agreeableness and high on Neuroticism.
Third, we found a significant interaction for Agreeableness and Extraversion when rejecting was the dependent variable (⌬R 2 ϭ .05, p Ͻ .05). The pattern of this interaction was such that the relationship between Extraversion and rejecting was less strong (less negative) when peers were high on Agreeableness. Peers who were low on Agreeableness and low on Extraversion were the most inclined to reject a low performer.
Finally, there was a significant interaction of Conscientiousness and Extraversion when rejecting was the dependent variable (⌬R 2 ϭ .04, p Ͻ .05). This interaction revealed that high levels of Extraversion neutralized the negative relationship between Conscientiousness and rejecting. Peers who were high on Extraversion and Conscientiousness were least likely to reject a low performer.
Taken as a whole, the results of these post hoc analyses provide some evidence that the nature of peer responses may be influenced by interactions of different personality characteristics. Although only 10% of the possible two-way interactions were statistically significant, the majority involved Agreeableness, and the patterns of these interactions were consistent with logic. An individual predisposed to engage in cooperative responses to low performers because he or she is highly conscientious or extraverted is even more likely to do so when he or she is also highly agreeable. Likewise, an individual predisposed to engage in challenging responses because he or she is highly neurotic is less likely to do so when he or she is also highly agreeable.
Of course, these results are post hoc and thus need to be examined further. Specifically, future research should focus on developing a stronger theoretical framework for examining how personality characteristics, considered in isolation and as more complex interactions, may influence peers' behavioral responses toward a low performer.
Implications for Theory and Practice
Overall, our results support attributional theory at a general level (e.g., Weiner, 1980a Weiner, , 1980b . According to this literature, those who observe someone in need tend to feel and think differently because of the attributions they make about the reason for the need. In our study, rather than considering attributions made about some stranger in need, we considered peers' attributions regarding the cause of another peer's low performance.
At a more specific level, our results support LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) application of attributional theory to the context of work groups. Specifically, our findings suggest that the attributional process triggered by the characteristics of a low performer influences the likelihood that observers will engage in specific group-relevant behaviors (i.e., compensate for, train, motivate, and reject) that may ultimately improve the group's social and psychological context. Our results, therefore, suggest that the domain of contextual performance might be broadened to include these behaviors, and this has implications for practice. Primarily, the broadening of the contextual performance domain may improve group performance criteria to the extent that more behaviors that contribute to the organization are captured. This contribution is valuable given the changing nature of work and the increasing use of teams in organizations (Howard, 1995) .
Moreover, scholars have lamented the lack of research available to guide decisions regarding the staffing of work groups (Guzzo & Shea, 1992; Klimoski & Jones, 1995; LePine et al., 2000) . The present research provides insight into this issue by examining relationships between traits of one group member (i.e., the low performer) and the performance of another group member (i.e., the peer observer). Our results suggest that in the context of a team, a member's behavior may be influenced not only by his or her own traits but also by the traits of other members. Thus, the present research may be a step in the direction of group composition models that do more than simply consider aggregates of individual-level group members' characteristics in predicting performance criteria.
Third, by identifying cooperative (compensating for and training) and uncooperative (motivating and rejecting) peer responses, this research highlights the fact that some responses (e.g., rejecting) may be inappropriate in some settings. For example, there may be circumstances where group members cannot afford to reject members who may possess unique knowledge or skills. Thus, this research may have highlighted a need to consider the development of group interventions aimed at altering peer responses that may damage the group in some circumstances.
Limitations
Although the findings of our research were generally consistent with theory and our expectations, future research should address several limitations. The most obvious limitation concerns the generalizability of our results. Because participants responded to hypothetical vignettes, we do not know whether our findings would generalize to ongoing group situations. It is possible that individ-uals would respond differently in a more naturalistic setting where participants have repeated interaction. Although this limitation is not trivial, there are at least three reasons this should not be of great concern. First, this is one of the first empirical studies intended to assess LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) theory. Thus, this research was intended to tackle validity-related issues and to assess theoretical predictions about what "could" happen. Given our findings, scholars can be more confident about making the types of expenditures necessary to assess hypotheses related to peer responses in more naturalistic field situations. Second, the findings of our study were consistent not only with LePine and Van Dyne's theory but also with past empirical research on attributional theory and helping (e.g., Brophy & Rohrkemper, 1981; Graham, 1991; Meyer & Mulherin, 1980; Piliavin et al., 1969; Schmidt & Weiner, 1988; Weiner, 1980a Weiner, , 1980b Weiner, , 1985 Weiner et al., 1979) . Finally, there is indirect evidence from research conducted in group settings that is consistent with our results. For example, LePine, Hollenbeck, Ilgen, and Hedlund (1997) found that peers tended to help group members with low ability and ignored group members with low conscientiousness. In addition, Hart, Bridgett, and Karau (2001) found that when individuals were paired with a partner on a collective task, they worked harder when the partner had low ability than when the partner had high ability.
Another limitation of our study is that the peer responses measure tapped behavioral intentions, not actual behavior. However, this limitation should be viewed in light of research demonstrating strong relationships between intentions and behavior (Albarracin & Wyer, 2000; Bentler & Speckart, 1979 , 1981 Farkas & Tetrick, 1989; Ouellette & Wood, 1998; Somers, 1999) . For example, in one study Bentler and Speckart (1981) found that intentions to date and to exercise significantly affected actual dating and exercise behavior. Similarly, Somers (1999) found a strong relationship between turnover intentions and actual turnover in a sample of hospital employees. Moreover, several studies have shown that intentions are better predictors of future behavior than are attitudes or past behavior (Albarracin & Wyer, 2000; Ouellette & Wood, 1998) . In spite of this evidence, future research should investigate relationships with behavior.
We also note that the effect sizes reported in this article, though statistically significant, tended to be small. These results, however, should be interpreted with the context and the content of the study in mind. First, the main purpose of the article and study was to gain an understanding of the nature of the relationships within a fairly complex theoretical model (see Figure 1) . In essence, our experiment sought to elucidate what particular causes had particular effects (Cook & Campbell, 1979) . The pattern of relationships that emerged was greatly supportive of the theory, and thus, we accomplished our purpose. Second, to some extent we expected small relationships between the independent variables (i.e., manipulations) and peer responses because of the fairly long mediational chain. Third, although the actual relationships appear to be small, they are generally consistent with those found in the individualdifferences literature (Barrick & Mount, 1991) . Last, small effect sizes do not necessarily imply a lack of meaningful consequences (Cooper, 1981; O'Grady, 1982) .
Finally, several of the variables in our study were self-reported, suggesting that some relationships may be an artifact of samesource bias. Although this is a possibility, several factors should reduce this concern. First, even if one discounts relationships among the mediating variables (e.g., attributions, affect, and cognitions) and peer responses, the experimental manipulation effects on the mediating variables and on the peer responses were consistent with theoretical expectations. Second, it is unlikely that response biases could explain relationships between variables given the positive and negative relationships among different variables at the same stage of the attributional process. For example, sympathy (controllability) had positive (negative) relationships with compensating for and training and had negative (positive) relationships with motivating and rejecting. Likewise, expectancy (stability) had positive (negative) relationships with training and motivating but negative (positive) relationship with compensating for and rejecting. Third, the magnitudes of the correlations that emerged are consistent with LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) theory. For example, the correlation between controllability and sympathy (r ϭ Ϫ.43) was stronger than that between controllability and expectancy (r ϭ .13). Moreover, the correlation between stability and expectancy (r ϭ Ϫ.14) was stronger than that between stability and sympathy (r ϭ .05).
Conclusion
Despite the limitations noted in the previous section, we believe this study is a first step in identifying additional forms of contextual performance that are relevant in group settings. Specifically, our results support LePine and Van Dyne's (2001a) theory and suggest that there are different types of peer responses to low performers. Furthermore, our study suggests that it may be possible to predict these responses using knowledge about the low performer's characteristics. These findings have important implications for staffing work groups and teams because they suggest that it is possible to predict some members' behavior with characteristics of other members. We hope that this study will provide an impetus for future research on these issues.
